
CHAPTER-V 

ECONOMIC REFORMS AND FOREIGN 
INVESTMENT IN CHINA 

With the land area of 9.6 million sq. km, China is the third largest country in area 
(Russia and Canada are larger), it is divided into 22 provinces- five autonomous 
regions, including Tibet; and three municipalities. Its population, 1.24 billion (1997), 
is the largest in the world. One out of every five people in the world is Chinese. China 
is both a developing economy and a transitional market economy1

• . 

The victory of the Chinese Communist party in 1949 ushered in the first extended 
period of political and economic stability in China since the fall of the Qing dynasty 
in 1912. 

However China was divided into two territories ruled by different regimes. The 
People's Republic of China (PRC) on the mainland established a socialist system 

. based on central planning, ·state-owned enterprises, collective forms of life, and. 
public ownership of property and the Republic of China (ROC) now Taiwan created 
a mixed economy. 

These two different economic systems produced divergent economic performances 
until 1978, when the PRC's leaders decided to reform their economy, first in the 
countryside and then in the cities adopting many of the policies and institutional 
changes long prevalent in the ROC. As a consequence of these reforms, the PRC is 
becoming a market economy, similaF to ROC's with macro r~gulatory controls, 

. which illuminates the economic performances of these two Chinese societies and 
how they have diverged and then converged. (Myers H. Ramon 1996) 

In 1978, China (PRC) embarked on a gradual but far-reaching reform of its economic 
system. In December 1978, the Third Plenum of the Eleventh Central Committee of 
the Communist Party identified the principal contradiction in China's social, political, 
and economit"system as the backwardness of the economy in responding to the needs .. 
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of the people. Therefore, the principal task was to reform those aspects of the 
economic system that had impeded the development of the ec'onomy in the similar . 
way as prevalent in the ROC .. 

. Different Phases of Economk Reforms. in China 
The reforms process in China has often been characterized as gradual and incremental. 
The reforms. were undertaken initially· on an experimental basis in some localities 
before they were appliecJ to- the whole country1

a. Deng Xiaoping started the reforms 
in China in 19.78 after the death of Mao (in 1976). The refoillis came in three phases: 

. The first phase of reforms, started in 1978-}9 with intema.1liberalizati~n of faml.. 
sec.tor ~nd establishnient of Township· and Village Enterprises (TVEs }. The second 
phase start:ed in ~arly eighties and aimed at globali~~tlon and internationalization by ·· .·· 
setting up Special Economic Zonds (SEZs) in t}Je coastal pro vines of Guandong; · 
'fiangsu and Zhejiang, which are ne3! to Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan. The third 
-phase of the economic reforms concentrated on the development of url:mn industry 
and started in eady 1990s by decentral~zation of the powers of provincial governments 
and municipalities based on "gradualism:' and "sele<;tive approach". During the third 
phase part!~ularly in 1992, at the 14tli Congress· of the Comm.unist.Patty,, China 
officially announced the adoption of the market economy into its reform programme. 
This policy was confmned at the 8th National People's Congress in spring 1993. Thus, · 
China's 15 year old reform entered anew historic period. 

- . . . 

Unlike Mexico where the reforms were started after the debt crisis of 1982 or India 
where the reforms were'started after the BOP crisis of 1990, Deng started reforms in 

. China in 1978 as a visionary and without any apparent crisis at the macro economic. · · · 
level. 

. . . . 

It is to be noted that these three phases of reforms were spread over 15 ye~s and were · 
against the "shock therapy" of S~lina~ Govt. in M~xico or the big bang policy of Rao 

• . I ' 

Govt. in India. 

. In the second phase of reforms in China towards globalization, th~ first step was the 
est':lhlishment·of the Special Economic Zones (SEZs), giving them more financial · · 
and administrative powers, including the right to approv~ large-scale investment 
projects, to grant tax concessions and other incentives to foreign-funded enterprises, · 
and, to retain a higher proportion of foreign exchange. As the positive results of these · 

. . - . 
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experiments became evident, the approach was extended to a number of other "open 
coastal cities", allowing a degree of competition among regions2

• 

The second major feature is the progressive decentralization of economic decision
making. Local authorities have used their growing autonomy to strengthen their hand 

· in negotiations over resource-sharing with the centre and in taking initiatives in such 
areas as investment 

World Economic Outlook (IMF)2
a has divided and decomposed the market oriented 

reforms in China into three phases, Phase! (197 8-1984) consisted of agriculture and 
rural reforms, Phase II (1984-1991) consisted of gradual broadening of reforms from 
rural sector to state industrial enterprises in urban areas and the gradual dismantling 
of central planning system, Phase III (since 1992) consists of deepening of reforms 

· through a new reform strategy adopted during the Third Plenum of Fourteenth· 
Central Committee in 1993 which articulated the goal of creating a socialist market 
economy. During this phase wide ranging reforms took place in the banking and . 
financial sector, the fiscal system and the exchange and trade system. 

The apparent evidence of success of economic reforms in China is that the Chinese 
economy grew on average by over 9 percent a year during 197 8-1996, contributing 
to a near quadrupling of per capita income and the lifting of millions out of poverty. 
Over the same period, many of the distortions and rigidities ofthe former central 
planning system were eliminated and market forces came to play an increasingly 
important role in economic decision-making. Concomitantly, the state's role in the 
economy. was gradually reduced and a dynamic non-state sector emerged that 
accounts for almost two-thirds of GDP3 (World Economic Outlook October, 
1997).China's growth performance over these nineteen years is historically unique 
and is more remarkable than that of the four dragons: Hong Kong, Singapore, South 
Korea and Taiwan which, apart from South Korea, have populations smaller than· 
most Chinese provinces. 

The annual growth rate of 9 per cent over 1978-1996 far exceeded the 6.1 per cent 
figure for the preceding twenty-six years (1953-1978). The economic reforms in 
China proved that mobilising resources can produce a rapid increase of output, but 
without markets neither society's living standards nor the economy will improve on 
a sustained basis. 
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The period after 1978 also witnessed more rapid growth in industrial output, but 
closer analysis reveals that the most significant impact came from the non-state

. owned enterprises, including Township and Village Enterprises (TVEs), individual," 
and foreign funded enterprises. However, the SOEs did not show the same dynamism 
as the agricultural and non-state-owned industrial sectors. 

The foreign trade experienced spectacular growth. Total import and export reached 
US$ 165.6 billion in 1992, i.e. eight fold that of 1978. It jumped up to 1J~ $)95.8 
billion in 1993, a rise of 18.2 per cent. Average anriual growth in each ofthe fifteen 
years ( 197 8-1992) was 16 per cent, much higher than the 9. 5 per cent in the preceding 
twenty-six years. Total import and export value jumped from.world 32nd place 
during the initial stage of reform to 11th place in 19924

. (See _table for details) 

Since the inception of reforms, China has enjoyed a high rate of domestic savings
estimated at 30-35 per cent. These rates . are considerably higher than in most 
developing countries and even industrial countries. In addition to an increase in the 
savings rate, the most notable trend since the early 1980s has been a shift in the 
composition of total savings from the state sector to households. Household's savings 
accounted for 40 per cent of domestic savings in 19915

. 

In China, national saving was high before, during and after reform. However, the 
composition and institutions of saving changed dramatically. Government saving, all. _ 
in most transitiQnal economies, has dropped sharply, in response to the deteriorating 
financial position of state-owned enterprises. However, household saving has increased 
very rapidly in response to the new opportunities· created by transition. Total 

. . ..... household saving-including both in-kind and financial saving-jumped rapidly 
from 7% ofhouseholdincome in 1978 to 17% in 1982, and have continued to increase 
steadily since.1 Even more crucially, financial saving tripled, increasing from 2.3% 
of household income in 1978, to an average of 6.8% in the years 1980-83. (Cheng 
Xiaonong 1991, Macroeconomic 1987). As of 1995, households were generating 
70% of domestic saving, over 25% of GDP (Xu Meizheng 1997). 

China's success in attracting foreign direct investment, which increased from less 
than$ 400 million in 1982 to over$ 11 billion in 1992 and $45 billion in1998, is 
unparalleled. In this regard, the special roles played by Hong Kong and, more 
recently, Taiwan are noteworthy. Between 1988 and 1992, Hong Kong alone 
accounted for more than two-thirds of foreign direct investment inflows to China, the 
major part being absorbed by the coastal province of G.l:langdong6

. (See table VIII for 
details) 
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.... ..._: 

Role of Foreign Investment in the Economic Growth of China . 

"China fever" has been a phenomenon of 1990s. The rush to China has been 
particularly dramatic, which is now the largest recipient of FDI in the developing 
world and second largest in the world after the United States. 

The Chinese economy has nearly quadrupled in size in the last fifteen years, with the 
annual GNP growth rates averaging 9 percent. China's spectaculat economic take off 
is backed by two engi~es: domestic and external marketization (PrybylaJ an S. 1995). 
The latter has three main components: (i}Trade, which has gone up from$ 20 billion · 
in 1978 to $ 194.72 billion in 1999. (ii) External loans (Fi·om $ 4.5 billion in 1980 to: 
$ 12.02 billion in 1997); and (iii} Foreign direct investment which has been the most 
critical in helping lift the Chinese economy rapidly off the ground. Total FDI in China 
in the 19 years between 1979 and 1997 came to$ 385.74 billion contracted and$ 

· · ·. 220)4 .P~~lion actual. Total FDI in the 7 years between 1991 and 1997 was$ 345.38 
· 'bifl.ion contracted and $ 201.16 billion actual. The average annual actual inflow of · 

FDI over the enti[e period between 1979 and 1997 was $11.59 billion. Actual FDI 
inflow in 1996 was $ 41.73 billion, which went up in 1997 to $ 45.26 billion 
accounting for more than one forth of the developing country's total (See Table-Vill). 

The transforming effect of foreign investment on China's economy has been in 
exports. In the last 10 years between 1985 and 1994, export of foreign invested 
enterprise grew from$ 320 million barely 1 percent of China's total exports to about 
$ 35 billion~ almost 30 percent. 

The processed exports grew to$ 57 billion in 1994, almost half of China's exports. 
and about 60% of manufactured exports that year. Export earnings have largely paid . 
for the imported components and assemblies used in productions: In 1994 the foreign 
funded firms exported$ 30.6 billion in processed products but imported part and 
equipments to the tune of $28.1 billion only. 

Special Economic Zones (SEZs) and Economic and Technological 
Development "zones (ETDZs) in China (The Main Vehicle of Foreign 
Investment) 

During the thre~ decades following the founding of the People's Republic of China 
in 1949 to the implementation of reform policy in 1979, a highly concentrated 
planned economic system had always been. dominating China .. 
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Under such a system, all e·conomic activities were determined by the c~ntral plans; 
the products were unitedly allocated and distributed at tqe man-made fiXed prices, 
which rejected the functions of the monetary and market mechanisms; and the 
enterprise had no decision-making powers. In outward economic exchanges, China 
was . cut off from the rest of the world. There were almost no capital inflow and · 
outflow because self-reliance was stressed in every field. There existed only a few 
inter-flows ofcommodities just to help supply each other's needs. This old economic . 
system severally shackled the development of China's social productivity. 

' . 

The year 1979 saw. China's implementation of refomi and opening up of the 
economy. Inwardly, the oldplannedeconomic system was reformed. The enterprises .. 
changed their old practices, i.e. to commit production without consideration of 
profits, losses and social needs, Outwardly, China began to attract and use foreign 
funds, technology and experience in economic management so as to improve local 
economic construction. . 

Before 1979, with closed policies and' a highly centralized plan~ed economic system 
in the country; China was quite isolated from the world economy. After 1979, 
however, the Central Government granted Guangdong and Fujian provinces, which 
. have long-history of foreign relations, to first implement special policies and take 
flexible measure's in foreign ec_onomic activities. 

It was in conformity with China's specific situation that they decided to carry out 
some special policies .in these areas first and then push forward inland economic 
development. 

In 1980 China set up four SEZs in Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Shantou and Xiamen in· · 
, Guangdong and Fujian provinces. Driven by the successful experience of the SEZs, 
China designated 14 coastal cities like Dalian, Tianjin, Qingdao, Guanz4ou, etc_ as 
coastal open cities and established eleven Economic and Technological Development 
Zones in 1984. In 1985, the Yangtze River Delta, Peral River Delta and Xi~-Zhang
Quan triangle region in south Fujian were made Coastal Economic Open Areas. 

Since 1992·, twenty-four riverside and· inlapd capital cities and thirteen border 
economic cooperative areas have been further opened. The open areas in the 

. · "... whole country include 339 'cities and countries, 300 million people and cover over 
500,000km. 
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The development of China's SEZs went through two stages. The first stage (1980-. . 
1985) was the take-off stage. The objective was to establi_sh,ilie;framework and lay 
a foundation, and create good investment environment. During this period, the land 
was leveled and infrastructure facilities such as water supply, electricity supply~ . 
transportation, communications, plants and buildings were 'provided. 

The second stage started from 1986-and is still continuing. Since 1986, nearly 2,000 
projects by foreign investment were appr?ved each year with the number exceeding 
5,000 in 1992. By the end of 1992, there were altogether 20,891 approved foreign 

. direct investment projects in five SEZs. with the contracted amount of US $ 23.64 
billion and US$ 10.96 billion of actual' input, making up 21.4 per cent and 31..9 per 
cent respectively in the foreign direct investment of the whole _country. Foreign 
investment enterprises occupy a principal place in the economy of SEZs with their 
proportion exceeding 50 per cent of ~heir industrial production in recent years and 70. 
per cent in that of Shenzhen SEZ. 

TABLE-I 
i FDi in ETDZs and in the Whole Country 

'(100 mi. US Dollars) 

YEAR AFDI 

1985 0.4200 

1986 0.4400 

1987 0.9500 

. 1988 1.5500 

1989 3.4900 

1990 3.7500 

1991 
I 

.· 4.5oeo-

1992 7.8000 

AFDI :Actual FDI in ETDZs, 

GFDI : Actual Gross FDI in China. 

Source: 

GFDI 

16.6100 

18.7400 

23.1400 

31.9400 

33.9200 

34.8700 

43.6600 

110.0700 

1. Yearbook of SEZs and Coastal ETDZs in China· 1BBO~ 1989;. 1990-1991. 

2. Statistical Yearbook of China-1992. 

I 

I 

: 

' 

ETDZs are of vital importance to the country in luring foreign_ first class companies . 
. From 1979 to 1992, a total of 68,636 productive foreign-funded enterprises were 
registered nationwide with their registered capital averaged at only 1.17 million US 
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dollars, and with 96 per cent of them involved in sm~H -sized projects. In contrast, 
those in ETDZs reached the average of 5.088 million US dollars. FDI in each project 
averaged 2.91 million US dollars. 

The country's economic success has not been confined to raw economic growth. By 
1999, foreign trade had risen to $ 166 billion, signifying that China had moved from 
autarky to becoming one of the world's major trading powers. Exports climbed from 
a mere$ 14.8 billion in 1979 to$ 85 billion in-1992. Not only did exports rise, but 
they also became more sophisticated; in 1985, manufactured goods comprised only· 
half ofChina'sexports, whereas by 1991 they comprised more than three quarters of 

_ all exports. While accomplishing_ this export growth, China has recently achieved 
huge trade surpluses. Average annual growth of exports in 1990-99 was 13% (See .· · 
Appendix - I, Chapter Vill}.. . . . · 

In its first dozen years of reform China attracted more than $ ~0 billion of foreign 
- investment, including over 30,000 individual ventures, far more th~m any other Third 

World country; for comparison, from 1985 to 1989, Brazil, the only Third World 
country of comparable size, ~ttracted $ 6.1 billion, while China attracted$ 9~ 1 billion. 
In 1992 alone, foreign investors poured $ 11.2 billion into China and signed 
agreements for$ 57:5 billion of future investments. At the end of 1991, 37,215 
foreign:-funded enterprises were producing$ 12.0~ billion of exports, or just fewer 
than 17 percent of the nation's total exports. In 1992 alone, the government approved 
an additional 47,000 foreign investment projects. Such numbers are well beyond 

al
. 7 re 1ty . 

FDI Inflow during the Post .. Reform Period (1979 .. 1997) 
China has been· the largest developing country recipient of FDI since 1992. During 
1993-1998, it accounted for about 30 per cent of FDI flows to developing countries, 
with average annual FDI amounting to almost$ 38 billion (See Table I of Chapter 

· VIII). China constitutes an attractive location not only because of its size, but also 
because of its economic growth. This averaged 10.7 per cent ·a year during 1990---1999 
(Appendix I, Chapter VI;IT}. Market access has not been the only motive for FDI; 
relatively low labour costs have made China an important export platform for TNCs 
engaged in labour-intensive industries. 

By welcoming foreign investment, China's open-doorpolicy has added power to the 
_ economic transformation. Cumulative foTeign direct investment, negligible before 
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1978, reached US$ 216 billion in 1997; annual inflows incre.ased from less than 1 
percent of total fixed investment in 1979 to 14.3 percent in 1997 (WIR 1999 p-489~ 
512). This foreign money has built factories, created jobs, linked China to international 
markets, and led to important transfers of technology. These trends are especially 
apparent in the more than one dozen open coastal areas where foreign investors enjoy 
tax advantages. In addition, economic liberalization has boosted exports - which 
rose 19 percent a year during 1981-94. Strong export growth, in turn, appears to have 
fueled productivity growth in domestic industries8

• 

The most dramatic change took place in 1992, when the Com~unist Party formally 
embraced the view that the market system· was not incompatible with the ideals of 
socialism and proclaimed the idea of establishing a "socialist market economy". The 
concept of a socialist market economy lmplie~ an economy ·in which the market . · . 

. mechanism is in the hands of the public sector in a collective manner, thus preserving 
the socialist character of the ·society. 

The .case of China is often cited as a model of success in attracting large FD I inflows 
despite its low-income characteristics. FDI attracted by China, however, is of a· 
differenttype, making the comparison with India misleading. For one, bulk of the FDI 
in China is by non-resident Chinese entrepreneurs settled in Hong Kong and Macao. 
For them mainland China would be an obvious choice because of cultural and 
geographical proximity when they decide to relocate labour intensive·production in 
response to rising wages in their home countries. 

During the period 1979 to 1987 for instance, Hong Kong and Macao based enterprises 
accounted for 79 per cent of total FDI contracts and 67 per cent (US $14 billion) of 
total committed investment in the country (Chen, 1993) . 

. Despite some problems, China has. been able to extract many advantages out of 
reforms. China accepted reforms on its own terms and in a form decided by itself. 
Reforms were not an objective but a set of measures or even a small revolution that 
could be used to invigorate the economy. Market liberalization was practically . . 
nonexistent earlier and it was allowed in gradually. The leaders were clear about 
developing a commodity economy based on a system of public ownership, sensitive 
to the complex a!ld varied needs of the society. The reform idea was used to revitalize 
the existing economy, which remained basically intact. In fact, markets were 
integrated with plans and reforms looked .like convenient reformulation. of an• · . , ... _ 

.• . .--- ·~·- . 

ongoing ideology. 
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The Three Waves of Foreign Investment 
FDI in China has not been a straightforward nonlinear process since 1979; rather it 
has been a cyclic process of expansion with peaks and troughs. (Wang and Cook, 

- .,_,1993) 

The First Wave of Foreign Investment (1979-1985) 

Before focusing on the detailed picture of foreign investment in China, several 
caveats must be presented. Firstly, it is extremely difficult to pinpoint the precise 
sources of investment. 'A part (one-third~ according to some estimates} of Hong 
Kong's investments in China are 'round trip' investments by mainland investors · 
seeking the three year tax holiday that was available to foreigners until1994' (Petri, 

. 1995, pp. 37 -8). The Chinese government announces the highest possible figures for 
foreign investment _'in the hope this wili.encourage others to jump on the seemingly 

. . . . 

unstoppable investment bandwagon. Equity from the Chinese side is often included 
in the value ofthe project inflating the size of the apparent inflow' (Murray, 1994, p. 
111). There is a significant difference between FDI which is seemingly contracted 
and that which is actually utilized (or disbursed), with the latter figure being much 
smaller. 

Most initial interest in investing in China came from (or via) Hong Kong or Macao, 
where potential investors were often 'Overseas Chinese' with ties of family, kinship 
and history, with South China especially. 

Between 1979 and 1982, according to official statistics, there were only 992 foreign 
' ' 

investment projects ~et up in the whole of China. The actually utilized foreign capital 
in the three years 1979-82, therefore, was approximately $1.17 billion compared to 
$6 billion of contracted foreign investment. 

This relatively poor investment level was gradually improved during the following 
three-year period, and foreign investment reached an initial peak, both in number. and 
value, in 1985. This improved situation reflected growing confidence among potential 
investors, encouraged via the efforts made by the government of the PRC, including . 
the introduction of tax relief, ~implification of application procedures, and provision 
of other investment incentives. In 1983, foreign investment began to grow significantly~ 
In that year 470 new projects were established with $1.73 billion of contracted FDI, 
and $0.64 billion of utilized foreign capital respectively~ During 1984 and 1985, along 
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with the deepening of economic reform and increasing confidence of the government 
both in dealing with and using foreign capital, China took furthe~ steps to attract such 
capital. After the decision to allow Hainan (then an administrative region of 
-Gtiangdong) to apply some of the policies especially designed for SEZs in October 
1983, China further opened 14 coastal cities for foreign investment inApril19~4. 
This was followed, in February 1985, by the establishment of three coastal triangular 
economic zones. Thes~ were the Yangzi River delta, the Peal River delta and a 
triangular areas in souther Fujian. As a result of these initiatives, 1856 new projects 
were set up in 1984 and 3073 in 1985 respectiveiy, about 4 times and 6.5 times of the 
number compared to 1983, with a sharp increase both in utilized and contractual 
values. 

Phillips and Yeh provide a tabular summary of t~e pattern of foreign investment itt 
China in 1985, prim: to the real 'tak_e-off' in the litte 1980s. At this point Japan and 
the World Bank dominated the provision of foreign loans, with 50.9 per cent and 23.3 
per cent of the loan total respectively, while Hong Kong and Macao (taken together) 
provided 48.9 per cent of direct foreign investment, followed by the United States 
with 18.3 per cent (Philips and Yeh, 1990). Britain, incidentally, provided only 1.1 per 
cent of foreign loans but 3.6 per cent of FDI ($26.7 million and $71.4 million 
respectively). Foreign loans, according to their Figures, totalled $2.5 billion and FDI 

. just under $2.0 billion, apparently a rough parity compared to a heavy preponderance 
of foreign loans over FDI in the period 1979-85 as a whole, $15.7 billion to $6.0 
billion respectively (ibid, p.234). 

·One of the characteristics of the form of foreign investment during this first 
investment wave wa·s the domination of CJV s, which were led mainly by investments 
from Hong Kong and Macao. 

The Second Wave (1986-1988) 

FoEeign investment reached its peak both in number and value by 1985 in its first 
wave. Problems involving the smooth operation of many foreign invested enterprises 
were mostly left unresolved, and often became vital for many newly established 
business. Such problems included poor infrastructure and legal environment for 
foreign investment, government bureaucracy, ~nd restrictions on domestic sale of 
joint venture products, lack _ 9f hard currency and constraints on management 
procedures. Many of these problems were directly or indirectly derived from the then 
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extant political economy of China. The nonnal operation of many existing foreign 
invested enterprises was adversely affected, and frustrating to many foreign investors 
and managers~ Contrasting outlook and objectives of the Chinese compared to the 
foreign partner added to these probiem·~. i'X:emplified by the difficulties faced by the 
Chinese-American automobile joint venture, Beijing Jeep, which eventually had to. 
be secretly bailed out of a cash flow crisis following high level negotiations with both . 
thePRC andUnitedStates (US) governments (Mann, 1989; Mtirray;.1994}. For such 
reasons,. many potential foreign investors were understandably put off. Many 
Japanese companies, for example, h~sitated to invest in-China, notwithstanding that 
the pressure of the strong Yen for Japanese 'overseas investment was high, and many 
of them simply sought alternative destinations for their money within South East 
Asian countries.· Consequently, . the number of ~ew foreign direct investments in 
China dropped dramatically in 1986 and 1987 (despite the total sum showing a small· 
increase): In 1986, only 1498 new projects were registered, less than half that .of the 
previous year. 

The Chinese government, partly under pressure from foreign investors, did not 
hesitate to respond to this decrease in FDI. In October 1986, the State Council issued 
. the 'Provisions for the Encouragement. of Foreign Investment' (the 22 articles), 
followed by a series of central regulations to implement them, and also by a flurry of 
municipal and provincial-level regulations. The Provisions clarified the legal 
environment for joint ventures. Investment in advanced technology and export
capable sectors was encouraged. Guarantees were given to secure autonomy of joint 

. . 
ventures from external bureaucratic interference and to eliminate many local costs 
about which foreign investors had complained loudly. At the same time, in order to 
attract more foreign investment, new investment incentives, such as favourable tax 
and customs treatment, were offered. These improvements in China's investment 
environment put China into a better position in the fierce competition with its Asian 
neighbors for investment (Person, 1991}. Furthennore, in July 1988, in order to 
attract. more investment from Taiwan, China foqnulated and promulgated the 
'Provisions for che Encouragement oflnvestment by Taiwan Compatriots' As a result 
of the efforts noted above, the number of foreign investments increased steadily in 

· !9.87 compared to the previous year, ~mdreached a peak by 1988. In 1988, 5945 new 
.. projects were set up, ~hich was an increase of 166per cent compared to the number 
of2233 in 1987. In 1988 nearly $5.3 billion foreign investment was contracted, and 
$3.19 billion was in actual use, which were respectively an increase of 43 per cent and 
38 per cent on those of the previous year. (Cominetciat Law Centre Tokyo, 1991}. 
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The Third WaPe (1989-1994) 

The Tiananmen incidence, which happened in 1989 in Beijing under the eyes of the 
world's media shocked most of the people both inside and outside of China. This was 
definitely a tragedy, which should never have happened. Immediately afterwards, 
foreign businessmen were withdrawn from China and economic sanctions by major 
Western countries were applied to the PRC. 'In the wake ofTiananinen,-the growth 
of foreign investment in China came to a halt' (Lardy, 1994, p.64)~ For a period, the 
world seemed to be frozen as regards Cliina, and China- seemed to be forgotten, or 
perhaps forbidden, to foreign business. However, history sometimes fools people. As 
Lardy put it 'many observers were surprised when the actual inflows [of FDI]: 

remained on ~f plateau of about$3.7 billio~ rather than falling precipitousiy' (ibid, 
p.64) and such surprise turned to shock when the news of China's 12 per cent plu~ 
economic growth in 1992 reached the outside world. More surprise came with the 
news that 44,000 foreign in vested ventures were registered within the first six months 
of 1993. This Fig.ure was more than twice the total number registered between 1979 
and the end of 1989. Clearly, China experienced another wave of foreign investment 
with new heights, which made China the main, destination for new funds in the 
world's fastest growing region (Financial Times, 14-6-1993 ). This wave of investment 
continued, as far as utilized FDI was concerned, into 1994, coming to an end during 
that year. 

After entering 1989, foreign investment continued to soar in the first half of the year, 
despite clear signs of overheating in the -Chinese economy and government 
measurements to curtail overall economic growth. Between January and June of 
1989,, utilized FDI (all forms) rose 21.5 per cent over the same period in 1988. 
Contracted investment rose even m<:>re by 44.2per cent. However, the '4.6' inci<lent, 
as the Chinese refer to it, in 1989, became the immediate trigger of subsequent decline 
of foreign investment in the second half of the year. Although the average value of 
contracted and utilized investment for the whole year did not drop compared to 1988, 
the number· of newly registered foreign investment projects did decrease by 2.8-
percent to 5779 (Huang 1992). In particular, the decline in foreign investment afier 
June- appeared to be particularly dramatic for Western and Japanese investors 
(Pf,arson, 1991 ). . · 
However, China"s reform and open policy did not change after the incident as many 
'.Vestern business feared. On the contrary, at the Fifth Plenarr Session of the 
Thirteenth Central Committee held in November 1989, although the decision was 
-made by the new leadership to introduce tough retrenchment policies for the domestic 
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economy, the Party restated its open door policy. It reassured the outside world that 
China would: a) continuously take active measures to encourage the use of foreign· 
capital, import of advanced technology and exchanges in science and technology 
with foreign countries; b) while implementing laws and regulations concerning· 
foreign investment, further improve the investment environment for FDl, and attract 
more foreign investment by making existing joint ventures a success and using them 
as models; c) coutinue to encourage the development of an export -oriented economy 
in the coastal areas and maintain the basic policies for SEZs and other coastal 
development areas·. · 

Despit~ these measures, afterTiananmen, China was faced with severe pressure from .. 
the outside world, especially from the Western industrialized countries via economic 
sanctions. There were numerous speculations about foreign investment and the fate 
of joint ventures in China. However, partly due to the government's recognition of 
the sev.erity of foreign reaction to the investment environment in late 1988 and the . 

·political situation in 1989~ particularly concerning Western and Japanese reactions, 
attempts were made to amend the 1979: JointVenture Law. InApril1990:, the National 

.. ~eople's Congress passed several amendments to the existing Jo~nt Venture Law 
which included tl)e following three main areas: 1) to enable foreigners to act as joint · 

· venture board directors; 2) to eliminate time limits on joint ventures; and 3) not to 
apply nationalization on joint ventures, but if it is necessary to do so, appropriate 
compensation w.ould be made (Imai, 1990). In addition, a series of relevant laws and 
regulations were promulgated in 1990, which include 'Provisions Concerning 
Encouragement of Investment from Overseas Chinese and Hong Kong and Macao 
Compatriots', 'Details for Implementing the Law on Foreign-Funded Enterprises' 
and the 'Provisional Administrative Measures for Land Developed and Managed by 
Overseas Investors'. In the same year, China also acceded to the 'Convention 
Concerning Settlement of Investment Dispute Between State and Citizens' (Beijing 
.Review, 21127-6-1993). 

These new laws, re-gulations and measures indicated the determination ofthe Chinese 
government to adhere to its open door policy and its eagerness to· attract more foreign 
investment. 

Due to positive efforts made by the Chinese government, despite the economic 
sanctions imposed by some Western countries, foreign investment, especially . . 

investmentby overseas Chinese, did not drop. Asian nations often seemed to regard 
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Tiananmen in a different light than the West, and, indeed, many Asian neighboring 
countries, such as M~laysia, Singapore, Indonesia and South Korea: were even 
rushing to improve their relationship with China in order to get a better chance to be 
involved with China's. economic development. 

In 1990, a total o£7276 new investment projects were approved which was 29% more· 
than the previous ¥ear, with approximately $6.57 billion in contractual value and $3A 
billion in utilized value. Then in 1991 newly approved projects reached nearly 13,000 · 
in total, a 65 per cent increase C()mpared witl11991. 

' . '. 

Ouring 1992, c;hiria opened more cities for forei~n investment along the seacoast, 
border areas: and rivers. Iri the meantime, Cliin.a broadened its sectors for utilizing. 
foreign capital, such as retailiiig~ real estate, foreign trade, finance, insurance and · 
transportation .. Thus, in 1992 alone, nearly 49·,000 joint ventures, cooperative 

. enterprises, and wholly foreign-owned ventures were established, exceeding the total _ 
number of the previous 14 years. According to Chinese official statistics, these rtew ly 
~stablished projects involved $58 billion in contracted foreign capital, whic~,!s nearly . 
five times the Figure for 1991. A total of $11 billion foreign funds. was poured into 
the country, more t~an double the year before. This momentum was maintained and 
even surpassed in 1993, with more that 83,000 ventures and· an amazing $111 billion 
of contracted investment, according to official sources. Such a momentum could not, --
however, be indefinitely maintained, and by 1994, although the amount of utilized. 
FDI continued to climb, the number of investments began to reduce, as did the total 
of contracted investment. 

Significance of China's Participation in MIGA --'~- · 

In 1988, China joined Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA). China's. 
participation in MIGA was ·prompted by two factors. First, China's successful . 
inclusion in the World Bank and IMF provided China with valuable experience in 
participating in and cooperating with international economic organizations. Second, 
greater assurances for investors were deemed necessary to attract foreign direct 
investment (FDI) as China's economic reform progressed9

• 

According to international law, the regulation of foreign investments is determined· 
by the host countries10

• But by joining MIGA, the sovereignty of a host country could 
be limited to some extent. To decide whether to join MIGA,Jhe following legal issues 
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were addressed in the light of China's recognition; first, recognition that the MIGA 
Convention prevails over domestic law; and secqnd, the relations between international 
and domestic law are stipulated in China's Civil Code11 ~ 

The study by Feng Yushu (1997) shows that China's evolving relationship with 
MIGA is a good one, which lays a solid foundation fo~ further development. On the 
other hand, MIGAprovided support in infl~encing the internal mechanism of China's 
reform, and further played a supporting role for shaping policies in domestic 
discussions on foreign investment at a time when views.wen~,controversial in this 
regar& China's case demonstrates that MIGA played an active role~in:;integrating a 
devel'oping · country into the multilateral investment system. Its role could be 
classified in ~ threefol& · t~ro~gh project portfolio, policy advice and high level 
contact between MUlA management and the Chinese government This kind ofrole 
cannot be matched by any national or private insurance institution. In addition, with 
regard to long:- term-political risk investment insurance, no national or private . 
insurance institutions could compete with MIGA. Therefore, MIG A's unique functim.i 

- . 

and comparative advantage in faciljtating FDI into developing countries should be 
further developed. 

The 'Four Modernizations' - of (1} Agricuiture, (2) Defence, (3) Industry Plus, 
( 4) Science and Technology - were argued for by those who wished to open up the 
Chinese economy in the 1950s, again in the early 1960s and then conclusively since 
1979 when the 'Dengist model' triumphed over alternatives. The 'Open Door' policy 
was a key element in this, as Zhao Ziyang· noted in his Washington visit of 1984: 
'China has opened its door and will never close it again ... China always keeps its door 
open to friends' (Quoted, for example, in Chossudovsky, 1986, p.l38). 

Qiong ze si bian, an ancient Chinese proverb, ·means poverty makes people think 
about change. Ironically~ after 30 years of revolution, China was in a situation in_ 
·which the national economy was overreliant upon· outmoded technology and was 
being riddled with inefficiencies12

• 

The economic restructuring begun in 1978 had injected an enormous vigour into 
China's economy~ which then began to enter a new period of rapid development 
China's gross domestic product (GDP) amounted to 7,477.2 billion yuan in 1997. -
Computed according to the World Bank method of three-year adjusted exchange 
rates, in 1993, China ranked lOth in the world in terms ofGD~~-~~~ertheU.S., Japan, . 
Germany, France, Italy, Britain, Spain, Canada and Brazil~ and accounted for I.8% _ . 
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Table-II' 

China's National Economic Growth during 1990-1997 period: 

Unit 100 million yuan 

' - GOP·-,· ' •. 

Year Growth 
·-

Rate(%)' 
' 1990 18,548 3.8 

1991 21,618: ' 9,2 .. 
: 

1992 ... 26,638: 14.2 

1993 
!· 

34,634 .. 13.5 

1994 46,759· , 12.6' 

1995 ·- 58,478~. 10$ .. 
'. : : 

: 
68,594; i 1996; 

' 9.6 
' 

74,772: 
i ' 1997 ' 8.8 

l : 

Source : China Council for the Promotion of International Trade; 
http:l/www.ccpit.org 

. . 

i 
i 

' 
' 

: 

' 

f 

and 8.7% of the World's GDPariddeveloping countries' GDP, respectively. In 1995-, 
China surpassed Spain, Canada and Brazil in terms of GDP, ranking 7th in the world, 
and accounted for 2.5% and 12.9% ofthe World's GDP and developing countries' 
GDP~ respectively . .In 1997, China still placed 7th in the world in terms of GDP. Yet 
with its rapid economic growth, the gap in GDP between it and major developed 
nations in the world is being ~arrowed g~adually13 • Since 1979, China has been 
pursuing the policy of encouraging foreign companies to invest in China. The first 
Sino-foreign joint venture was established in 1980. Since then, with the steady 
improvement of the country's investment environment, foreign investment has been 
on the increase. 

Since 1993, China has been the world's second largest country receiving direct 
foreign investment for five straight years, next oniy to the United States. By the end 
of 1997', China had approved a total of304,82l overseas-funded enterprises iiwolving 
$ 520.393 billion U.S. in contractual foreign investment and$ 221.852 billion U.S. 
in actual foreign investment. To date, more than 145,000 foreign-financed enterprises 
have become operational; employing a total of 17.5 ll!illion people, about 10% of 
China's non:-agricultural work force~ 

Over the last few years·, foreign investment in China has .formed a new pattern: first, 
investment range has been extending from coastal area.s and the- areas along the 
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Yangtze River to interior and western regions; second, investment areas have been 
expanded from processing imported materials and compensation trade to knowledge
and technology-intensive manufacturing industry and basic industries, infrastructu.re. 
construction, and financial, consulting and commercial sectors; third, investors haye .· 
grown ftom scattered, single imd non-connected small and medium-sized corilp~i~s ~· 
into transnational companies · and systematized holding companies· engaged in 
integrated upperstream and dowrtstream operations.14

; 
• • . , I 

Evaluation & Appraisal of FDi Inflow in China 

Foreign, Direct Investment started po.uring in Chinese economy from the year 1979 
and the total aino.unt of investment over tl)e p~st 2] years (1979~ 1999} was $305.92· 
billion against total approval of $613.46 billion. The.period wise analysis of actual 
. FDI flow is evident from Table-III. The analysis of the data reveal that the actual FDI 
inflow b~tween t 979 to 1990 amounted to $1 &. 98 billion during the first twelve years 
of economic reforms. It may be noted that China had not received any FDI flow during· 
its pre-reform period unlike India which had.FDI inward stock of $1179 million in 
1990i.e. period up to the pre-reform in India (See Table-III, Chapter-VIII). However 
China already had received a cumulative total amount of about $19 billion by the tinie 
India started its journey of economic reforms and open policy for FDI in 1991. 

The real flow ofFDI in China began in 199 t' and in a short span of seven years (1991-
1997) China received FDI amounting to $201.16 billion as against $18.98 billion in 
thepreceeding 12 years (1979~ 1990) of the early periods of reforms. Three vital facts· 
emerg~ from the above analysis. The first point is that a country needs to come out 
of the inertia of the earlier policy model and it takes time for the foreign investors to, 
build confidence .in the host country before they make long term investment. China 
had sufficiently undergone the first test in its earlier periods of reforms and created 
internal infrastructure ·which are required for a foreign investors. China did so by 
setting up Speci~l Economic Zones(SEZs) and by becoming a member ofMultilateral 
Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA) in the year 1988 and also by creating proper 
legal frame work. The second important point to be noted is that the real surge of 
foreign capital in the developing country started in the early part of 1990 of which the 
maximum benefit went to China along with other South-East Asian Countries who 
were in. the row. The third vital point in favom of China was the support and favour 
it received from the et~nic Chinese who brought more than 60% of FDI inflow in· 
China as will be evident from Table-VIII showing the c9~ntry wise inflow of FDI in 
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China~ The main source of FDI in China was Hong Kong followed by Macao and 
Taiwan. Hong Kong and Macao have already become part of People's Republic of 
China with effect from July 1999 and December 1997 respectively. Therefore any 
comparison ofFD I inflow in China should be made by excluding the FDI inflow from 
these provinces which belong to China. 

Table-m· 

China's Actual Utilization of Foreign Funds 
(Approximately and Actualy 1979-1999) 

Unit : 100 Million U.S. Dollars 

Year Total Funds Borrowed from 
Other Countries 

APPROVAL AMOUNT 
1979-1983 239.78 150.62 
1984 47.91 19.16 
1985 98.67 35.34 
1986 117.37 84.07 
1987 121.36 78.17 
1988 160.04 98.13 
1989 114.19 51.85 
1990 120.86 50.99 

Sub-Total 1979-1990 1020.18 568.33 

1991 195.83 71.61 
1992 694.39 107.03 
1993 1232.73· 113.06 
1994 937.56 106.68 
1995 1032.05 112.88 
1996 816.10 79.62 
1997 610.58 58.72 

Sub-Total1991-1997 5519.24 649.60 

1998 632.01 83.85 
1999 520.09 83.60 

Grand Total1991-1999 7691.52 1385.38 

ACTUAL INFLOW 
1979-1983 144.38 117.55 
1984 27.05 12.86 
1985 46.47 26.88 
1986 72.58 50.14 
1987 84.52 58.05 
1988 102.26 64.87 
1989 100.59 62.86 
1990 102.89 65.34 

Sub-Total1979-1990 680.74 458~55 

1991 115.54 68.88 
1992 192.02 79.11 
1993 389.60 111.89 
1994 432.13 92.67 
1995 481.33 103.27 
1996 548.04 126.69 
1997 644.08 120.21 

Sub-Total1991-1997 .• 2802.74 702.72 

1998 585.57 110.00 
1999 526.59 102.12 

Grand Total 1979-1999 4595.64 1373.39 

Source : China Council for the Promotion of International Trade; 
http://www.ccpit.org 
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Directo Foreign Other Investment by 
Investment Foreign Companies 

7.42 11.74 
26.51 2.24 
59.32 4.01 
28.34· 4.96 
37.09 6.10 
52.97 8.94 
56.00 6.94 
65.96 '3.91· 

403.61 48.84 

119.77 4.45 
581.24 6.12 

1114.36 5.31 
826.80 4.08 
912.82 6.35 
732.77 3.71 
510.04 41.82 

4797.80 71.84 

521.02 27.1'4-
412.23 24.26 

6134.66 172.08 

18.02 8.81 
12.58 1.61 
16.61 2.98 
18.74 3.70 
23.14 3.33 
31.94 5.45 
33.92 3.81 
34.87 2.68 

189.82 32.37 

43.66 3.00 
110.07 2.84 
275.15 2.56 
337.67 1.79 
375.21 2.85 
417.26 40.96 
452.57 71.30 

2011.59 125.30 

454.63 20.94 
403.19 21.28 

3059.23 199.89 
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FDI Approvals vs. Actual: Flows. 

The actual flow of FDI as compared to the approvals granted has been satisfactory 
in case of China as compared to India. In the early period of refoniis (1979-1990) the 
amount of approval granted was $40.36 billion against which the actual flow. was 
$18.98 billion_which was almost 50% as evident from Table-Vill. However the year 
wise analys-is ~oi approvals and actual i~ow as given in Table-IX reveals that in 1991 
the actual flow as compared to the approval was 36.45% and the. ratio drastically 
reduced to 18.94% int_!ie year 1992 and thereafter the actual inflow ratio started 
pickingupanditwentupto24.69%in1993andreachedthehdghtof88.73%in1997 . 
. To sum up it may be said that in the latter part of the reforms the total approval ~ranted 
during! 1991-97 was $479.78 ~illion against which the actual inflow was $201.16 
billionwhicll.- was 41.92%. o11 annual-~verage basis. 

Table-IV 
FDIInflow in China: Apgrovalvs. Actual (1991-1S98); ············ ··· · ········· · ···· · :r·············· -····r·········· · ··················· "..-: ·c···u······s······$········s······i··m···o·····n····>··:···· ·.· .····· ·······• 

i 1991 1992, 19931 19941 1995 19961 199t• 1998[ 
Approval [ 1.1.977 58.124j 111.4361 82.68[.91.282 73 .. 277! 51.004[ 52.102[ 
Acfui=!11 . 1 4.366 11.0071 . 27.515 33.7671 37.521~ 41..7251 45.25T 45.46 
···%··c;t·p;p·····r:avar:·····:·········ss~4s---···:;-·a~s4r··----24~6s .a4!·-······41:·:·1··a:············ser94·r-···· .. aa·:7s·: 87.26 

Source: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, http://www.cpitorg. i 
··Ado.pie<Ttr:am··:ra·t>ie=····-fii·······:········································· ·······:·····1···························T························ ·· ················ ··•· ··· ············- ·~··-······················--r 
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Comparative Study_9.ffDI Inflow and External Debt during the Reform 
Period, vis-a-vis Net Foreign Capital Inflow in China (1979-1990) · 

The total amount of Foreign Capital received in the early period of reforms (1979-
1990) amounted $68.07 billion of which $45.85 billion consisted of foreign loans & 
18.98bn.consisted ofFDI inflow and $3.2bn. consisted of other foreign investment 
which in percentage terms was approximately 67%, 28% and 5% respectively 
(Table-Ill). In other wards in the early period of reforms, two third of the foreign 
capital inflows came in the form of foreign debts and one third in the form of equity
investments However in the later part of the reforms in the 1990's the volume of 

. foreign capital inflows increased substantially to $280.27 billion during 1991-1997. 
Out of the total capital inflow, $70.27 billion consisted of foreign loan $200.16bn. 
FDI and the balance $12.53bn. of other investment which in percentage term was 

. approximately 25%, 72% and 3% respectively. This denotes that 3/4th of the total 
foreign capital came in the form of equity and the remaining 114th in the form of 
foreign debt. This change in the pattern and composition of foreign capital inflow has 
brought a very big change in the capital account a~~ in the balance of payment . 
situation in China.-:- · · 
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The total capital inflow in China for past 21 years of economic reforms ( 1979-1999) 
was $4 59.56 billion which consisted of inflow of foreign debt of $13 7.34 billion, FD I 
inflow of $305.92bn. and the remaining $20 billion in the form of other investment. 
The other investments in China include portfolio investment, lease financing and 
investment in processing and assembling units which is very negligible and is less 
than 5% of the total foreign capital inflow. Table-X gives the year wise analysis of 
foreign capital inflow during the later part of the reform (1991-1998). It is reavealed 
from the statistical data given in the table that the ratio of FDI in the to~al foreign 
capital inflow has increased gradually and consistently from 37.79% in 1991 to 
70.27% in 1997 and 77.64% in 1998. The share of foreign loan on the other hand has 
gone down gradually from 59.62% in 1991 to 18.66% in 1997. The other investment 
inflow generally remained negligible to a low of 0.41% in 1994 and 3.58% in 1998, 
except the year 1997 when the inflow on account of other investment suddenly went 
up from $410 million in 1996 to $7130 million in 1997 and again went down to $2094 
million in 1999. The abrupt rise of other investment in the year 1997 could be due to 
classification error because in this very year the ratio ofFDI w~nt down from 7 6.13% 
in 1996 to 70.27% in 1997. 

Table-V 

, ................................................... .Y.~.r.!.c:>.'::I~ . .9.~.'!1P.one!l.!~ ... c:>.! ... F.=.~.r..~.iJJ.!l .. .9..i:I.P..i!~! ... 1.f.1.!.1.c:>.".". in China (~991·-: 1998) ........................................... . 
. ' . i(US $Billion) 

1991 19921 1993 1994! 1995\ 1996! 1997 1998! 
A Net Foreign Capital Inflow 11.554. 19.202! 38.960 43.213: 48.133: 54.804! 64.408 58.557! 

' .. 1?.: .. !=..1?..1. ................................................................................... ~.:~??.: .... ~.~ .. :9..9..?...! ....... ?.?..:.~ .. ~.~---····~-~.:.?.?.?..' .... ~?.:~?..~ .. 1. --~-~ .. :?.?~.1 ... ~.~:.?~?. ...... ~.~-:~.?.~ . .1. 

~--···---~--t:~!.!~~--f9.~~.!9.~ .. ~P.~1 ....... -............ .l~.?.:.?..~l.LJ§.?..:.~.?.l.! ....... l?..9·6.?.J... ... E.~: .. !.~l .. : .... l?.?.:.~.~J . .: .. .l?..?..:.~ .. ~lJ .. E.9.:..?..?.L .... .l?.?..:.?.~LI. 
· · n Loan 6.888\ 7.911! 11.189 9.267 10.327! 12.669! 12.021 11.000! 

% offoreign capital [59.621 [41.201! [28.721 [21.45]: [21.46jT[2i12]! [18:66]···[1·a:·7a]T 
·D.OtherForeignlnvestments1 0.300 0.284! 0.256. 0.179 0.285' 0.410! 7.130 2.094! 

: ........... ~ .. ~!.!~~~!9~.-~P..~~---··············-··-····-·-·g_§.9.l..L .. _J.!.:~.~ll.. .... J9.:.?.?.L .... .J9.:.~.~.l..; .... .J.~:15 .. ~1L .. J9..:.?..~Lj ... J!.~ .. :9..?.l ....... J~.:.~.~l.i. 
' 1_1ncludes portfolio inv~~tme11ts. ...... ... .. . .................................... . 
, in Equity Shares, International 
. Lease transactions, Procesing 

--~~9. .. ~.~-~.'!.1.~.1>.'................................................................................................... ······································· ....................................... . ..... : ............................................ . 
i 

·. §g~:~r~: <:;~ iJ!~ {:;()ljJ!~il f!?rtt1.~ .. P~()I!l()~~l! pf IJ!!l?rl'lCI~()J!CII.:f"r:~ ~ t?· ~!!J?:!~·C:P i!-o rg. . ..... 
·Adopted from Table- Ill 

:(F,:!!:1ljE~. i':l ... ~r.?..~~-~.E~P~E:l~~f.l.~PE:lEc:l?.~·:~.9.E:l ~!EE:l.~P..~.9.iY.~ .. 1:Y.P..E:l ... ().f~~) ........................................... . .................................. . 

To sum up it may be said that China has exceptionally been a receipient of long 
term investment in the from of FDI as against Portfolio investment which is 
generally the case in the emerging market economies including India, Mexico and 
South-East Asia. A detailed comparative study of the select countries have been given 
in Chapter-VII. 
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Impact of FDI Inflow on External Debt during the Reform Period 
Analysis of statistics given in Table-VI and VII on external debt stock of China 
indicate that despite red~ction in the inflow of external debt as noted in Table-Vill 
and X above, the total stock of external debt has increased in China during the reform 
period .. This may be due to the fact that the FDI inflow has been used for meeting the 
trade deficit arising out of heavy imports by Foreign Funded Enterprises (FFEs) 
during the reform period as evident from Table-III and IV discussed above. The 
external debt has increased from $92.80 billion in 1994 to $130.96 billion in 1997 and · 
$151.83 billion in 1999~ The major poortionofthe external debt is long term· (90%) . . 

and ,only a small position .is short term, (JO%) in 1999 as evident from Table-VI 
and therefore there is no likely danger of ·any external~ outflow in the near future. 
However the debt seFVice ratiQ has gon~up, from 2. 7 in 1985 to 8. 7 in 1990 and has 
further gone up to 11.3 in 1999·. TheDebtGDPratiohasalso goneupfrom5.2in 1985 
to 1J.5 in ~990 and has further gone up to 153 in 1999 (See Table VII)~ The above 
analysis on external debt and.: the analysis made in proceeding paragraph on FDI . 
inflow shows the increasing dependence of China's economy on external resources, 
which may cause serious problem in future; We have noticed: that FDI stock to 
GDPin China is 23.5 (See Table IV,·Chapter VIII) and the external debt stock to GDP 
is 15.3 and thus the total external financing ratio in GDPbecomes 38.8 which appears 
to be alarming particulatly in view of managed float of exchange rate which remains 
unchanged since 1994 at 827.91 RMB Yuan per 100 US dollar as evident from Table 

· XIII Chapter VIII. 
Table-VI 

Balance of Foreign Debts 
\TypeofDebts 1994! 1995 1996! 1997; 1998 . 1999 

!.!~.IJY..~.I?. ... 1Q.Q. .. !!J.i_l!i.C?.'.:'t .... - .......................... , ..... ~.~~.:Q.f:lj ....... ~ .. Q~.f.i.:.!;JQ: ......... ~.~ .. f?~:?..l:»J ..... ~.~Q!:).:.f?l:l..) .... ~.~.Q~~·-········~·~.1.~~Q .. 
i By Type of Debt 
!Loans from Foreign Governments 195.91' · 220.58 221.64! · 207.82' 224.06 265.60 · 
:-coa:n5 .. imiTi.li1ier:i1a:tiO·;:;·a:i .. F".na·il·cia:i············ .. ··;·-1··29~3·9·:· ............ .,.47:s9-... --·-··1s7~39T .... _._192-:1·2r ..... 22ii54 ... - ........ 2s1.3!f 
J Institutions . . . · · · , : 
fii1ieiTiatiOi1aTcammercia:(Cc;a:r;;; ......................... 473~3sT·--..... 526.:27_ .. _._ ..... ss.9:44T· .. ·--s47~iiif ........ 6a2:22-·--....... 653:-i3o .. 
........ 9.~~.~.:............................................................. .. ......................... .:t .. ?..!:}:.~.~:.L ........ ~.?..~ .. :.9..§. .. _ .. _ ...... :?.9..~:.~.~ .. ~ ............ ?§.~:.~'!!. ......... ~?.~.:§_~: ... _ ........ ~~.?.:?..~ .. .. 
i By Repayment Terms 

L~.<a..~.I}.~ .. 9! .. !::<:>.~9,~~~~ .. P.~.t:J!~ ....................... : .... ~.?..~.:~.~ . .l .......... :~§.:.?.~.: ............ 1..9..?~ .. :§TL ...... 1.~.?.13..:.?..9. ..... ~?.~.?.::.9.P. ........... ~.~§§.:.!?.9.. .. 
:Balance of Short-term Debts 104.15 l 119c 16. 141.08; 181.40 · 173.40 151.80 
• Percentage (%) ..................... 100.0\ 100.0 100.0\ 1QO.O. 100.() ......... 100.0 
:·syiyP9oiD9.bt: 
:Loans from Foreign Governments 21.1: 20.7 19.1' 15.9 15.4 17.5 

[!:..~.~~.~r.ri::i.~~~'-:6.~#.?..6.~~.:E.:~ii.:~.~~L .. : .... :.. . .... ::.j.~:9.l ....... : .. : ... : ... :5.~;.~ ...... :.:.:.: .. : .. :5~.:~.: .... : ............. 5.~:.?.. ................... ~5·!: ....................... 1§ .. _?. ... 
\ll}s.tituti<:>.r.'l:ii .. .. .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. .. ' 
jll}!~.'!l.i:t.!il?.l}.<a.l .. ~9..'!1~~~1.1:::~~:;; ...... 
' Others · '.. . . . .... .... . ............... --

L.~Y. ... ~~~Y.I!'.~~.!~.'!'.l.~ ...................... . 
:Balance of Long-term Debts 
: aalance. of Short-term Debts 

s1.rii . 49.4 .... 4!fciT 49.4 
. ..... 1·3::9: ........ : .. 1·s:a:·: .................. w:si ................. 2o·.o; 

88.8! 
11.2; 

88.8 
11.2, 

87.9i' .. 
12.1: 

8€j.1' 
13.9 

Sourc~ :. China Council (or the Promotion of International Trade, http://www.cpit.org. 
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... 46.7 .. 43.1. 
························································ 
22.2- 22.9 

88.1 
11.9: 

90.0 
10.0 



Table-VII 
........................................ ·················· ................................................. . 

Year 
1985 
1986 
1987 

Risk Indicators on Foreign Debts 
i Debt Service Ratio ! Debt GOP Ratio1 

2.7 5.2 

... . .............................. .1 .. 9..~4..... ..... . . . . . . ].'J 
9.0 9.4 

1988 6.5 10.0 ................................ ., •.•.••.•......... ······················-·······································-················ .....••....................................... 
1989 8.3 ' 9.2 
1990 ..... ,~3.:7 13.5 
1991 8.5 14.9 . 
1992 7.1 14.4 

............................................................ ································ -----·--············································· .. 
1993 10.2 13.9 
1994 9.1 17.1 
1995 7.6 15.2 
1996 6.0 14.2 

·····························•··············· .............................. ························-························ 
1997 
1998 
1999 

7.3 
10.9. 
11.3 

14.5 
152 
15.3 

... ! ... ':::i.~~_ilio/..!.~~--.r.~.~-~-P, __ !':_l_~--~-~--~.! the --~~-~.r:l.~ .. .c?.! .. _ ... _._ 
foreign debts to the gross national product of the 
current year. 

Source : China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, 
http://Wwvl.cpit.org. 

Analysis of Country-wise Inflow of FDI in China 

-·. ·• - --

China is a unique example which has mixed up its domestic investment made in its 
own soverign territory of Hong Kong and Macao as foreign investment. Any analysis 
of FDI in China will lead to an erroneous conclusion unless a: caveat is mentioned 
about the receipt ofFDI from Hong Kong and Macao which feeds more than 55% of 
FDI in China as evident from Table-VIII. The other major home countries of FDI in 
China are Japan and USA which contribute 8.34% and 7.90% oftotal FDI inflow in 
China. Taiwan province having ethnic Chinese population also contribute 8.27% of 
FDI in China. According to official Chinese estimates, the stock of Taiwanese 
investment in Mainland China jumped from $3.4 billion at the end of 1991 to $9 
billion at the end of 1992. Unofficial guesses in Taiwan put the amount of cash 
even higher, at between $15 billion to $25 billion, and official data suggests that 
investment in 1993 and 1994 was even greater, rising to nearly $10 billion of contract 
value in 1993 alone. 

The remaining 18-20% ofFDI in China is shared by the rest of the world including 
UK, ·Germany, France in Europe and Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia amongst 
the Asian countries. Table-IX gives a detailed list of yearwise analys~s from 1988-
1995 about the total number of projects approved and the value contracted or 
appnwed. 
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Table-VIII 

Top 15 Countries/ Regions Investing in China by End of 1997 

Unit: 100 Million U.S. Dollars 

Country/Region Project Ratio(%) Contractual Ratio(%) Actual Use of Ratio(%) 
Number Foreign Investment Foreign Investment 

Total 304,821 -~(}Q ) --- 5,203.93 100 2,218.52 100 
Hong Kong 171,117 56.14 2,800.15 53.15 1,199.26 54.06 
Japan 16,404 5.38 297.94 5.73 185.12 
Taiwan Province 38,047 ; 12.48 374.18 7.19 183.50 
u.s. 24,436 8.02 401.10 7.71 175.34 
Singapore 7,431' 2.44 280.89. 5.40 87.73 
ROK 9,870 3.24 131.96 2.54 57.59. 

Britain 2,104 0.69 133.74 2.57 53.65 
Macao 5,900 1.94 85.76 1.65 29.06 
Virgin Islands 914 0.30. 107.81 2.07 27.05 
German~ 1,724 0.57 60.22 1.16 27.01 
France 1,272 0.42 41.54 0.80 19.83 
Thailand' 2,495 0.82 42.74 0.82 14.36 
Malaysia 1,636 0.54 39.55 0.76 '14.24 
Canada 3,568 1.17 54.19 1.04 14.18 
Australia 3,016 0.99 45.08 0.87 12.68 
Others 14,887 4.88 307.08 5.90 117.93 

Source: China Council for the Promotion of lntemational Trade, htto·ffwww.cepit.org. 

Table-IX. 

..................... ~!QI:I .. ~~-~~~~~·~~~~-~~~~m:! ..... 9'-"•!A.1uJi-?.'!ii1i~t·I?Y9r.:lulr1 <~ .. ~~"""-'"'"'!111> .. 
'1988 '1989 '1990 '199'1 ' '1992 '1993 '1994 '1995 

HK+ No. 4,771 4,244 5,001 8,879 31,892 49,134 25,527 n.a. ·i\iiac;ac;----·--- v&iUe ....... 137 ............ ,1:11· ............. ,.04 ·-·----·--:;·ss ... ·997 ....... 2·;954 ···3;73a · a:·s7a· .......... .. 
vai!Je 28 B4 50 58 122 490 1,180 · 1,851 

.. T. .... '".v."':r.> ....... !'-11:>.:. 430 ...... ~~~ 1,103 1,735 .... 13 .• <1.::19 10,948 6,247 n.a. 
vaue 2'1'9 ···· 432 8'90 ..... 3:;~i3.:$.: ....... ~'-~-~ ::::::::.$.:,$.!5.:!5. .. : ... ::~.~$.:!5.: ~::::~~;:iii~§ ..:::.:.:.::.: ... :: ... :.: .. :~::.:: 

::::::::::::=:::::::=~:: -~ii.i:.:;:;:;::· ...... --:::?:?.::::::·::::If!~ ·:==:::?:?."?.: ........... ~?.?. ...... ~.c:>.~.~- ......... ~ .• ~ .. ~.!:! ::~.~.!i!~. ...~ .•. ~.'?.=?. ................................... .. 
us No. 269 276 357 694 3,265 6,750 4,223 n.a. 

Value 370 641 358 548 3,121 6,813 6,010 7,470 

..... ....... Y..~!~~-- .:?.~15. .... =?.~4. ············"-~- .... 3?~ ... .. ..... ~1.1 . ...... :<!.c:>f3~ . ?..<l.!il9 . ~.QEJ.~ .. 
::::;~P.ii.r.>::::::::::= ::~~;::::::: .......... 23·7 ............. 294 ........... 341· ·· ......... 599 ...... , .. ;aos ......... 3 .. 4aa· -------·3-;a:;-8· ..... - .... ·il:&: ........ _____ ................. .. 

Value ........... 276 ............ 439 ........... 457 ....... ··5·1·2 ···2;1·73 ........ ;:'!';961' ........ 4;440 ........ 7;·592 
····· viiiiue .. ······ 515 ··· 3ss · ···503 · 533 ... 71.ci··· :;;324 ·········:z;a75 --·3:·:;·6a 

.. ;.~;.~~=~: :~£~- ·:::::~!~~ ·::::::::>~~ :::::::::::~~ :::·:·::}·ii :::·::~:jii· ·:·:::::~~~~: ::::::::~:f~- :::::~::i~ ::::==·::::::::::::::::::::: 
·sou·ih........ N"o: ................ - .... 2 9 ............... 47 
Korea Value 0.4 15 46 

.... . Y.~!~.~--- ....... --~-~~: .. . ........... 4 ............ 13 .. 

~;~ \ ...... =~~ 
:49 .. 12() .. 

1,748 
1,557 

..37"·. 

1,849 
1,806 
. 7?=?. :. 

··········-················-··-·· n.a. 

· .:i:J.B.:._ .. _____ .!':!.~:>.: ....... ···· ··· 21 ··· · .. ··:;9 ······· · ·· · 23 ·. · 36 i 26 · · 348 · 390 n.a. 

................. .... value :::::::=::43::~4:2. ::::::::::::::32:::~9::: .·-·--·::'!::11:::93::: .......... :::3I354:::~· .......... '?83ja::· :::::~t:;92:::a2:::a1::: ·::::::::?.:;76::4aa:::·9.::: ................................. ::::::=:::::::::::::::::: ··vaiu·e .. 
Germany No. 22 19: 13 24 130 320 314: n.a . .. y,.~.. .. 47 149 46 

' -··················--......... Y..~!~.~--- .............. J..?. ............... ::!:!:~: .: .......... ·--~-
558 130 249 1 ,233 ' 

.~.'?.~. -----·----~$. :.: .............. ~ ..... : ......... :?.§.$.: ............................... _ ....................... . 
.. thaiiaild --- "No:....... .. ...... ·--:z9 

· · ··v.aiU<> · 38 
.... 3a~ ............ 28 ... . .... 52 .......... 467 ·· ·a69 ----........ 424· ·:·--:·: .. :~·:fi·:: ·-
·si ··· .. 42 ···:;as··· · 723 ·· --·1;674 761 

value 6 13 7 20 83 233 235 

··Fra·~<;;.- .. N;;·~ .. ·1·2 .. ··:,··1·. 1s ··. ·24 .. 140 30~i . 22s . n.a . ....................... - ..... ·v:&iUe ............ _23 ................. :;·a ... .. ........ .,.2 .................. ,.a ............ 289 .......... 236 ------------:z4a· .............................. ___ ................... . 
........ ·;;;.aiue ................. 2.3 .................... 5 .............. ·21· .................. ,.a ......... 45 ............... ,.41 · :;g-:z· : 

Note: : 1)Contractvalue: Implementation value, 2)FguresforSouth Korea for 1988 and 1989 are 
~based on Korean sources which indude only cases approved by the South Korean Govt.; 

...... 'q'o'to"""'__ln .J~O Chlf1a. _1\je~tter, No.97, Mar.-Jllf>r. 1992, p, 15. ! 

.:~-~.r.~-~:.: .. l.:~~-~-:!?.:~~--~~--t.~.~:~~:.~.~-:.~.~:.~~-~~--~!..F.~.~-~-~: .. T.~~-~----~~-~---~-~-~~:~~ .. ::9~-~~~-~-! ..... . 
~China; Chi'la Statistics Yearbook, quoted in Saishin Nitchuu Gooben Jigyoo, p. 59,-.JETRO 
:cti·i;:;·& .... N<>W:Sieue·;:;----N"c;:9a::~a·;:;·::f';;;'t;:·1992. ·p-j;::;-:;·:·,·:z;--r;;c;:1a9;·MEi·;:::;;:;p;::_·1·994;·-p:·:;·s;··F'iQures ... 
'for 1994, People's Daily(Overseas Edition),7.4.1995; Fogures for 1995, Nihon Kaizai 
'Shin bun (.Japan Economic News), 6-5-196. . [. 
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8.34 
8.27 
7.90 
3.95 
2.60 
2.42 
1.31 
1.22 
1.22 
0.89 
0.65 
0.64 
0.64 
0.57 
5.32 



Sectoral Distribution of FDI in China 

FDI inflow is widely distributed amongst various segments of industries in China. 
Manu~acturing sector constitute about 55% as the single largest and the, next 
important sectors are Real Est~te Management,_ Power S'ector, Construction Industry 
and Transport and Telecommunication. Mining; Farming, Forestry, Animal 
Husbruidary and fisheries are also important sectors apart from social services and 
public. utilities, as evident from the details mentioned' in Table-:X. 

-- Table-X 

Sectorwise FDIInflow in China~ .... ,. 

i 
(USD Hi 000)' 

Sector 199~' 199~' 
--

National Total 4546275> 4031871: 

Farming; Forestry, Animal 
i 

Husbandry and Fishery: 62375 i 71015· 
-::. 

Mining and Quarryingi 57809r 55714, 

·Manufacturing' 2558238_ 
' 

2260334' 

Electric Power, Gas and Water 
,_ 

i 

Production and SupplY,- i 310279 ' 370274 ' 

Construction 206423 91658 

Transportation, Storage, Postal 

and Telecommunications Services 164513 155114 

Wholesale & Retail Trade and 

Catering Services 118149 96513-

Real Estate Management 641006 558831 

Social Services 296315 255066 

Health Care, Sports and Social Welfare 9724 - 14769 -
Education, Culture and Arts, Radio, 

Film and Television 6830 6072 

Other 114614 96511 

Source: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, http://www.ccpit.org 

Growing Dominance FDI in China'S International Trade and Gross 
Domes~ic Products (1991-1997) 

FDI occupies a very important place in the economy of China as given in the statistics 
given in: of Table-XI for the period 1991-1997, said to be the golden period of FD I 
flow~ in China~ It is, revealed from the data given in the table that FDI occupies an 
important place as a ratio of gross domestic product which has gone up from_ J:9% 
in 1991 to 14.8% in 1997. FDI inward stock as a ratio ofGDP has also gone up-from 

! 

' 

! 



5.6% in 1991 to 24.7% in 1996. The foreign funded Enterprises (FFE's), popularly 
known as MNC's have also played a very important role in earning export revenue 
in China. The export earnings by foreign affiliates have increased from $12 billion 
in 1991 to $7 5. billion in 1997 and their share of exports in total exports of China has 
increased from 17% in 1991 to 41% in' 1997. These foreign affliliates play an 
important role in the total industrial output of China and their share has gone up from 
5% hi 1991 to 18.6% in 1997. In brief it can be saidthatFDihas contributed towards 
increase in output and employment as alsq the international trade in China. China 
which is the largest recipient of FDI in the developing countries has also responded 
welt tO tne needs of foreign investors by providing them propeF infFastructure and aU 

. ·other support from various government ag,encies .and now FDI has become part and 
parcel of the Chines~ economy which was shunned. a two decad~s ago~ There ate 
many positive lessons to be dmwn from' China by emulating their example in 

· attracting FD 1 in other developing countries who needs foreign capital and technology 
and take use of huge unemployed labour force and untapped natural resource and 

· thereby create wealth and raise.· standard of living of the people. 

·:· .. .. '·. 

' Tabi~-XJ, 

FDIInflow net FDI Stock as a percentage of China's GOP and its Exports (1991-1997) 

Item 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995· 1996: 1997 

FDI inflows (billion dollars) 4.4 11.2 27.5 33.8 35.8 40.8 45.3 

FDI inflows as a ratio of gross 
domestic investment (per cent) 3.9 7.4 12.7 17.3 15.1 17.0 14.8 

FDI stock as a ratio of GOP (per cent) 5.6 7.1 10.2 17.6 18.8 24.7 -
Exports by foreign affilliates (billion dollar) . 12.1: 17.4 25.2 34.7 46.9 61.5 75.0 

Share of exports by foreign affiliates 
in total exports (per cent) 17.0 20.4· 7.5 28.7 31.3 41.0 41.0 

Share of industrial output by foreign 
affilliates in total industrial output (per cent)· 5.0 6.0 9.0 11.0 13.0 - 18.6 

[ Source : UNCTAD, based on information provided by China, Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Corporation and 
UNCTAD; FDIITNC database.] 

Source: UNCTAD, 
a. The growth of industrial production is expected to decline''irom 12 per cent in 1996 to 7 per cent in 1999 (ADB, 1998). 
b . Exports to these countries accounted for about 15 per cent of China's total exports in 1996-1997. 

. . - - -,--_, ~. 

Impact of FDI Inflow on Balance of Payments 

China generally enjoyed current account surpluses in the 1990s. However, the . . . - -

I 

l 

··figures need to be revised downwards •.. as the reporting of dividends and profit 
remittances only started in 1995. The total direct impact ofth~ BOPtransactions 
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of foreign affiliates has been positive (even allowing for adjustments in 
payments of direct investment income), but this has largely been due to heavy 
inflows of FDI. The net trade effect of TNC activities has been negative and 
substantial. A decomposition of 1994-1996 trad~ data into processing and 
non-processing shows large deficits, averaging $ 22.5 billion a year in non
processing trade of foreign affiliates, a substantial portion of which consisted 
of imports of investment goods (Table XII and XIII). In contrast, processing 
trade registered a rising net surplus, reaching $ 11.6 billion in 1996. This 

. . 
reflects a marked decline for foreign affiliates in the import intensity. of 
processed exports (as measureci ~y the ratio ofimports for processing to 
exports after processing) from 92 per cent in 19'94 to 78 per cent in 1996. 
Ho_w~yer, this still compares unfavourably with the 1996 ratio fm; local firms· 
of66 per cent, implying higher local value added for the latte_r. This suggests 
an area where further improvement in the BOP contribution ofFDI could take 

. . 

place, provided that local suppliers are ~ompetitive ~nd are up to international 
standards. It is expected that the deficit on invisibles would widen because of 
rising direct investment income payments. This, combined with heavy 
investment requirements, leads to a forecast ofcurrent account deficits for 

. . 
China in the coming years. But FDI inflows are likely to remain high, which 
should be sufficient to finance the deficit (EIU, 1996h). -

The impact of FDI-related activities on the balance of payments is bound to 
be country specific and sensitive to the type of investment, the industry mix. 
and the age structure of investment. Results of a dynamic and worsened the 
current account balance (Fry, 1996). However, in the steady state (i.e., 
constant ratio of FDI to GDP over time), savings incr~ased even more than 
investment because of the growth resulting from current and previous FDI 
leading to an improvement in the current account balance in the long run. 
Factors specific to a host country, such as the importance of TNCs in the 
economy, the country's stage of development, its size and' its resource 
endowments, influence the extent and nature of external: transactions of 
TNCs. As the overall BOP effect ofFDI comprises direct an~ indirect effects, 
the validity of estimates depends on the adequacy of the data and the realism 
of the assumptions associated with indirect effects. The counterfactuai situation 
is also virtually impossible to determine, and thus efforts to evaluate the BOP 
effects ~f TNC activities can at best aliow only partial conclusions_:: 

... .-..,..··- .,._. 
" ... 
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Table-XII -
Balance of payments transactions of foreign affiliates in China, 1990-1995 

Country 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 

China 

Trade, Net .... -9015 -16596 -18221 -16050 r-14100 2821 4245 

Exports 12000' 17356 25237 34713 46890 61500 74900 80962 

Imports ... -26371 -41833 -52934 -62940 75600 77721 76717 

Direct Investment Income -10 -22 -231 -400 -9953 - - -
Subtotal : Current Account ... -9037 -16827 -18621 -26003 - - -
FDI in Country 4366 11156 27515 33787 35849 41725 45257 45463 

Table-XIII 

Value of international transactions of foreign affiliates in China, 1994-1996. 

(Billions of dollars 

1994 1995 1996 

Trade Trade Trade 
Firms Exports Imports Balance Exports Imports Balance . Exports Imports Balance 

Foreign affiliates 34.8 53.0 -18.2 46.9 62.9 -16.1 61.5 75.6 -14.1 

Processing trade 30.6 28.1 2.5 42.1 37.1' 5.0 53.1 41.5 11.6 

Non-Processing trade 4.2 24.9 -20.7 4.8 25.9 -21.1 8.4 34.1 -25.7 

All firms 121.0 115.0 6.0 148.8 132.1 16.7 . 151.1 138.8 12.2 

Processing trade 57.0 47.0 10.0 73.7 58.4 15.4 84.4 62.3 22.1 

Non-Processing trade 64.0 68.0 -4.0 75.1 73.7 1.3 66.7 76.5 -9.8 

Source: UNCTAD, based on International Trade Centre; UNCTADIWTO calculations, based on fTC's China 
traders database, provided by the Statistics Department, Customs General Administration. China. 
A. Foreign affiliates include fully foreign-owned, equity joint ventures and contractual joint ventures, 

Components may not add up to totals due to rounding. 
B. Difference in trade date from table 1/.9 may be due to rounding. 

Regional Distribution of FDI and per Capita Income Growth 

Economic takeoff is often associated with technological transfer fro in other countries, 
largely through foreign direct investment (FDI). Also, economic development is 
often linked with rising inequality, at least in the short term. The logic typing these 
two ideas together is straightforward-relatively prosperous countries or regions tend 
to receive more FDI because they have the existing infrastructure to support such 
projects. Hence, inequality across countries and/or regions widens as a result ofFDI, 
which in tum helps achieve economic takeoff. 

China's growth performance since the initiation of market-oriented reform in 1978 
has been impressive. Real GDP has grown by an average annual rate of almost 10 
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percent; real per capita output growth has averaged 8 percent per annum. This 
economic takeoff has coincided with large inflows of foreign direct investment 

. (FDI), which have averaged over $40 billion(5 percent of GDP) annually in recent 
years. At the same time, however, the variation in economic performance across 
provinces has widened, particularly since the late 1980s. After declining in the late 
1970s and 1980s, the dispersion of provincial per capita incomes has increased 
steadily (Table-XIV). In 1978, real per capita income in the richest province· was . 
around nine times that of the poorest; by 1997, the multiple had risen to over 11. 
Similarly, the pattern of FDI across province .and regions has differe~ sharply 
(Table-XV). The coastal region and the municipalities, for example, have seen FDI 
inflows averaging over 7 percent of regional GDP during 1993-97, while FDI in the 
western and southeastern regions has averaged only 1 percent of regional GDP over 
h. ,, dl5 t 1s peno . 

Table-XIV 
Regional Per Capita Income Growth Rates 

: 1978-82 1983-87! 1988-92! 1993-97 1978-97 
: !':Jorth .............................. 5.6 !:),:4. ,_ . 5.,!:) 1. 1 __ 1.0 8.3 

~=~ +--:~~:-::~~:~-,:=:~·=~:::.::.:,~:::: 
....... ! ............... , ............. , ............................................................. .. 

9.9· 5.5 12.3 9.0 
:··················································=··················· 

; .. §9.'::-'!f::l .................. ; .......... ?:.~: ........ -..... _ ..... !:l::.~ ............ ; ........... f?..:4. .......... · 9.1 ' 8.2 

; .. Y.Y.~.l:l.L ............... -...... ..!. ......... :4.~?. ............ -...... ~ . .9..:.~ ............... _ ... '.!.:.?... . !. ........ !..:~.. ...i .. -... -. .!..:7 ·:2?. .......... ..1. 

!China i 6.0 10.5 6.3 8.8 

!--~-~r.:~.~-= ... ~~'::I.'.:~~~ .... ?.~Y..~I.::§.'::'.I!'l.!i ... ~~ .. ~-~~-i.r.!l. ....................................................... ;. 
i M.Husain (2000) IMF Working Paper. P~.20. 

Table-XV 
Regional Economic Performance: Comparative Indicators 

1983-871 1988-921 1993-97 

... E~.r.~_i9.~ .. _g_ir..E?9. .................................. -..................... . ...................... -............. -.. -........ , ...................... . 
Investment/GOP 1 China 0.007 

································:····-···· ••······················· 

.................................................. : .. g~-~~~-1................... .................................. ...................................... . ................ 9.:.9..~.~ ..... . 0.011 0.023 
i Southeast 0.001 0.003 0.019 
, Southeast 0.003 0.003 0.022 ................................................... : west .............................................. o.oo2· ................... a.:oa2· .......................... O":a1 ..... .. 

... §.c?.!:l.r..~~.:./:l...~.!:l.r..~.~~-~---I:?.~'!..~.I.: ... ~.':J..I~.!.i .. ~.~--/:1...~.~-i.~................... .. ......................... . 
!l.'l~~':l~'.l.!r.:'J~9Q9liJI.II~""Y.~r.~ir.:'~, ... P ...... a ... ,pe ......... r ..... P ..... 9, ... · .. 2 .... 2 ........................................................ , .................................... . 
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Stock Market Development in China 

It may be noted that China's formal stock markets have remained small, in contrast 
to the very large changes in the volumes transacted in the banking system. Since early 
1996, though, China's stock markets have grown rapidly, and growth continues 
through the present. Nevertheless, uuntil now, China's formal stock markets have 
developed in an artificially controlled environment. Indeed, China's two stock 
markets in Shanghai and Shenzhen are very shallow and (See Table XVI) in any case, 
by international comparisons the formal stock exchanges are of modest size. Even 
after rapid appreciation and expanded listings during 1996, the total market value of 
listed stocks (both A and B-shares) on the Shenzhen and Shanghai stock exchanges 
came to 986 billion renminbi at the end of 1996, equal to 14.5% of 1996 GDP. By 
the end of June 1997, the value surpassed 20% of GDP16

• In terms sheer volume, 
then, China's stock markets appear to be just now approaching medium development 
status. 

Clearly,. the Chinese stock exchanges have not served until now as a market for 
corporate control, Since majority control of most listed companies remains firmly in 
government hands, outside investors can do little beyond speculating on the market's 
fluctuations. Through 1996, the contribution of China's stock exchanges has remained 
strictly limited. Clearly; the stock markets do not yet serve as devices to improve 

· corporate governance by creating a market for corporate control. 

Table-XVI 
Ownership of Shares on the Shanghai stock Exchange 

Total Share Value . . . of \\fhic~, ~rc~l'ltag~ ~ld ... 
·······································-------El-------''--------------

1990· 
1991 ............................... 

1992 
1993 
1994 

6/30/95 

(at face value) 

BillionYuan 

0.273 
0.295 ................................... 

5.234 
25.055 
45.879 
52.659 

Government "Legal Individuals 
Entitie·s" 

65.1% 9.9% 25.0% 
61.9% 10.7% 27.4% 

······································ .......................................................... ·············································· 
51.3%;, 18.0% 9.8% 
56.7% 14.9% 14.0% 
49.2% 17.5% 17.6% 
45.7% 20.8% 17.0% 

Overseas 
Funds 
and 

Individuals 
n.a. 
n.a . 

··············-········································· 
20.9% 
14.5% 
15.8% 
16.5% 

S<Jurce: Du Xuncheng, __ Jingji ?.b,~anxubg~ghong de jin~~ng C.~~§lngxin [Financiall~~ovatioin 
! during Economic TransformationJ Shanghaj: Lixin Kuaiji Chubanshe, 1996, p. 158. 
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Summary & Conclusions 

China a~opted economic reforms policies in.1978 under-the dynamic leadership of 
Deng Xiaoping who once said, "I have two choices, I can distribute poverty or I ca!} 

. . . ·. \ 

distribute wealth". The Post reforms result in China reaffirms that the Chinese people 
·became wealthie£ with sustained growth in the economy over the past 22 years of' 
reforms. China follo~ed the path of gradualism through proper_ sequencing o~ the 
reforms- suitable to its own conditions, giving priority to agriculture, small- scale 
industries (TVEs) and proper-phasing out of the whole reforms process. China 
adopted the reforms whole-heartedly and decentralized their decision maki~g process 

_ up to the county (local ~uthority) level with irreversible and transparent economic 
policies. The state cont~olled econo.my was gradually unfolded to the private sector _ 
part by part although till today 7 5% of their economy is controlled by the state but the 
role of private sector is increasing simultaneously in selected economic tbnes where 
foreign investment is allowed. 

. ' . . 

·Chinese economic reforms have passed through three phases, the first being agricultuFal· . 
sector in the rural areas ( 197 8-1984 ), the second the urban industries (19 84,.. 1991) and 
the third external sectors including foreign Investment and fiminciai sectors reforms 
(Since 1992). The foreign investment flow has also passed through three important 
waves; the fiFst during 1979~ 1985; the second during 1986-1988 and the third during 
1989-1994. China's Special Economic Zones (SEZs) and its membership with 
Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agencies (MIGA) have contributed in a very big 
way in attracting foreign direct investments. The ethnic Chinese people residing in 
Hong Kong, Singapore, Macao and Taiwan have also made a very big contribution 
in FDI inflow in China, their average contribution is more than 60% of China's total 
FDI inflow. 

Broadly speaking the period ofFDI inflow in China can be divided into two parts the 
early period of r~forms ( 1979-1990) and the later period (since 1991 }. In the first part 

· China received $18.98 billion in FDiinflow and in the later part (1991-1999), China 
received $286.94 billion, which is highest in the developing countries. Another 
distinguishing feature of China's foreign capital inflow is that FDI inflow in the 
decade of 1990s accounted for 7 5% of total foreign capital flows~ The Foreign fund~g 
enterprises play very vital role In the Chiriese economy contributing to over 40% of 
China's export (1996-1997) earning export revenue of $75 billion (1997) and_ 
accounting for 14.8% of GDP ( 1997) of Chiria and 18.6% pf China's industrial output 
(1997). One very distinctive feature of foreign investment in China is that it 
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has received only long ·term investment in the form of FDI with very 
negligible share of portfolio investment, almost 95% of the foreign investment 
in China is in the form of FDI which is a record in itself particularly 
considering the recent surge in.the capital £low in the emerging. market in the 
form of portfolio investment. China has also manifested to the World economy 
and particularly to the Brettenwood Institutions that even without being a 

- . ' ' 

member of either WTO or any other regional trading block and even without 
having capital account convertibility, it has been successful in· attracting 
maximum amount of FDI by creating proper infrastructure and by framing 
favom:able economic policies. It has also been immune from the Asiat:l. flu 
which most of the developing world went through its contagion in 199i 

China's story of FDI and economkreform is a successful example with average rate 
. . - . 

of GDP growing at about 9%. during. the whole period of reform so far with 
controllable degree of inflation and unemployment. It has emerged as the third largest 
country of the wodd after USA and' Japan in per capita income according to the· 
purchasing poweF themy of adjusted exchange rate. Its currency RNB Yuan has 
spectacularly remained stable since· 1994 when it went for a wilful devaluation of 
around 50%. China has also been successful in lowering down its interest rate from 
7.56% in 1991 to 5.22% in 1997which is compared with US interest rate of 5.53%. 
The only major reason to worry about Chinese economy in future, appears to be its 
high value currency which has appreciated by about 4.%during 1994~98 and there are 
official reports of there being capital flight of huge amount of foreign exchange every 
year which is apparently visible through its "errors and omissions" in the balance of 

. . 17 
payment statement over the past few years A very recent report figures out the 
amount of capital flight as $9.8 billion in 1994 a:nd $16.9 billion in 1997. The balance 
of payment statement for 1999 shows the figures of $14.8 billion as error and 
omission in the capital account as outflow. The total value of errors and omissions 

. between 1982~1999 was 130bn. US, or about 35 pc. of the value of foreign direct 
inves.tment iri China during the same period. The report cited Bank of China . 
economist Wang Yuanlong as saying that the actual amount of illegal outflow is 
definitely much .farger than the figures recorded in "errors and omissions". The 
symptom of the capital flight is embeded with a possible necessity of devaluation of 
its currency and also indicate a need for market determined exchange rate on full float 
basis particularly in view oftwo currency prices in Mexico (1994):,SouthEastAsia 
( 1997)) which ar?se mainly because of fixed exchange ra~e as one of the major causes · 

· of the crisis. ., _~:_;....,•..: __ ,\ 
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A second reason for worry could be th~ .increasing role of foreign capital in the 
Chinese economy which has grown.dispropgrtionately during the decade of 1990s 
despite their being high percentage of domestic savings~ However Chines~ economy 
appears to be like. art elephant similar. to India with: huge domestic market . and 
agriculture occupying the major role in its econom)'. · 

China has gone so far down th.e road (unlike ll1dia) with economic reforms that the 
proce.ss is unlikely to be halted or reverse~. Only the pace of reforms may have to be 
slowed down when the road :becomes bumpy either for economic or political 

· reasons· . 

. The success of Chi~ese econ01lllC reforins and Its impressive economic growth for 
the past decade or so suggests that politicafreforms ofth'e type adopted by the former 
centrally planned economies need not· b~ a precondition for successful economic 

. . . " . . -' . -

reforms. Economic liberalization in China did not follow any major political refornis 
and democr~tization despite the events of June 1989: The Chinese experiment with 
economic reforms show the merit of "gradualism" over "shock-therapy" tr~atment 
(McMillan and Naughton 1992). In fact, China has proved the .superiority of 

. . . . 

"Gradualism and Experimentation" to rapid ''Top-Down Reforms" based on a "Big::-
bang" policy. The Chinese experiment ~lso dearly demonstrates. the wisdom of 
starting the reform process in agriculture before the industrial reforms (Ghosh Alak 
1994). The Chinese experience seeins· to contend that democratization is not 
necessary for greater economic development and human welfare. Nolan (1993). 
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